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DIGITAL
GAMES 

 



League of Legends

Strategy/Collaboration
Players work with their team to break the enemy
Nexus before the enemy team breaks theirs.
League of Legends is a complex game which
involves both high-level strategy and fast-paced
gameplay. Skilled players know how to beat the
opponent in front of them, while keeping the
macro-elements in mind to support their team to
victory.



Diplomacy

Strategy/Competition
It is a multiplayer, web-based implementation of
the turn-based strategy game Diplomacy by
Avalon Hill, in which you have to try and conquer
Europe. To win you must be strategic and
diplomatic, making deals and alliances with
other players, and stabbing them in the back
when it suits you best. 



Codenames

Team/Collaboration
Online version of the board game. Two rival
spymasters know the secret identities of 25
agents. Their teammates know the agents only
by their codenames. To win the game, your team
will need to contact all your agents in the field
before the other team finds their own agents.
And watch out for the assassin – meet him on
the field and your team is done! 



Sky: Children
of the Light

Social/Empathy/Trust
Set in a wonderland above the clouds, Sky invites
you and your friends to fly up to explore the
buried mysteries together and rebuild a fallen
kingdom for its ancient inhabitants. Using your
courage and compassion, players must connect
as a community to share and build on their
flame to spread light back into the world. 



GAMES ON
ENVIRONMENT 

 



Nexus game

Physical game
Participants are put into the roles of key
ministries of two countries sharing the same
river. From this perspective, they may brainstorm
and collaborate to creatively form and verify
several policies. As they try to meet the growing
water demands, they still must remember about
ecological and economic balance within and
across the borders. 



Urban Climate
Architect

Urban Climate Architect is an educative game
that allows you to create your own
environmental-friendly city. You can design
the city by building houses, streets and green
spaces, employ citizens in offices and
industrial plants while observing the effect of
these actions on the climate of the city.   


